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There is a willingness to lie for Einstein, to conform to the myth
that Einstein was a genius when he wasn’t (as dealt with in last
article). The consequence of all these lies is that lives can be
blighted. Someone who investigates Einstein and finds Einstein is
not a genius finds a refusal by people (who have been fed on the
lies of the myth) to believe the whistleblower.

Yang explained how Einstein has blighted his life; from being
considered genius in his youth to his old age as being considered
fool:

Yang: When I was a senior middle school student, I was pretty
good at mathematics, physics and chemistry, I always get at least
two full marks. I was the champion in the mathematic contest of
all the senior high school students in my home town in October in
1978, I could have won the champion of physics and chemistry
without the rule that students can only attend one test. At that
time, I was called “genius” by my classmates.

My observations on this are that the majority of people are rubbish
at math, so you only need to be moderately good at math and

“they” think you are clever. For most people – math is beyond
them.

Yang: I was admitted by the mathematical department of
Northwest Normal University in China because of my excellent
exam scores in September 1979.During the four-year collegial time
I studied mathematic courses , get good exam scores and a
bachelor’s degree; meanwhile , I self-study physic courses of
collegial and graduate student, I was interested by the theory of
relativity .
Now he is starting to meet his downfall, after being considered
genius at math, he progresses through his schooling and now at
higher level meets Einstein’s relativity; and he’s going to find that
its mathematical nonsense.

Yang: After reading earnestly and seriously for a period of time, I
thought the theory of relativity contains antinomy, it is not
scientific and true, it is particularly what velocity of light is
constant, the formula of mass-energy, length constringency, clock
go slowly, time-space bend etc, is all false and deceptive.
Exactly its nonsense.

Yang: I had written a thesis the theory of relativity is a selfcontradictory sophism talk, but classmates laugh at me and my
teacher get angry.
Exactly, “they” don’t understand math, and when “they” found
that you did understand math, “they” thought you a genius. But
now you tell them that something they don’t understand is
nonsense, but which they are told is true by propaganda, their
poor little brains have no way of handling it, and reaction is they
just have to laugh it off or get angry.

Yang: I invited my schoolmates to study and discuss the theory of
relativity, I told them that the theory of relativity contains
antinomy,
But unfortunately is beyond them to understand if they don’t
understand math
Yang: a schoolmate who was studying in the physical academy
advises me that: “according to the textbooks the theory of
relativity is right, you say the theory of relativity is wrong all day,
you could not pass the test, and could not finish your course of
study, could not take a diploma, then how can you go to work?
What can you live on?”
Exactly the word of authority says its true and if you go against it
you fail the word of authority’s exams, and failing that you go
down in the social scale. So there is social pressure to conform to
the lies.
[snip]
Yang: I have exchanged my viewpoints with experts and
professors from other universities for many times, sometimes they
agree with my viewpoints, but sometimes they are speechless,
silence, dare not support me openly, dare not go one step beyond
the prescribed limit of the theory of relativity.
One dare not call it “conspiracy”, because one gets mocked for that
as well.

[snip]
Yang: Of course, seeing from the angle of personal utilitarianism,
I’m suffered from Einstein’s relativity. I am such a person, when I
was in senior middle school, my classmates call me “talent[ed]”,
but now they call me “fool”.

That’s human behaviour in action- they follow like sheep what the
voice of authority says. Go against the voice of authority and
“they” (these sheep) victimise you.
It all reveals a deeply disturbing psychological aspect of human
nature – a mistake was made in declaring Einstein a genius and
now there is pressure to conform to those mistakes/lies – which
we can call the Einstein Mystique Effect.
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